New twists with second autopsy

Thousands of viewers who tuned into this week’s Crime Watch show were able to see new spin, a new twist, a new development in the death of amalgamated security guard Meggan Mohammed, 22.

Host Ian Allyne, in his continuing investigations, managed to make contact with senior forensic pathologist Dr Hubert Dalsie as he conducted a second autopsy at Grinde’s Funeral Home in Couva.

In that independent autopsy, Dalsie showed fractures to the neck bone, hemorrhaging to one of the eyes, injuries to the hands and other marks of violence.

This, Dalsie said, was inconsistent with the results of the first autopsy which stated that death was due to hanging.

The first autopsy was done at the Forensic Science Centre in August earlier this month. Mohammed, according to a police report, was found hanged from a shower pole around a rafter of the dormitory at the Amalgamated Security Services Ltd, Prince of Wales Street, San Fernando, at about 3 pm on June 7.

Police told that Mohammed had an argument with her boyfriend, also a
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security guard assigned to the same firm. Mohammed’s parents, Edmund Sowal and Marlene Mohammed, again appeared on the show on Wednesday. They were dumfounded over the latest findings of the autopsy into the cause of their daughter’s death. Allyne publicly made a call to Mohammed’s boyfriend to contact him urgenty at 204-4081. Mohammed’s funeral will be held today.

Also this week, Allyne was called to the scene of another alleged suicide at Bamboo No 3, Valsayn. The resident of an alleged suicide at Bamboo No 3, Valsayn, where resident Reynolds “Fredly” Williams, 41, was allegedly found hanging from the rattan of his bed room on June 12.

Allyne showed footage of his visit to the area, where he met with relatives of Williams. Working on certain information received, Allyne subsequently met with the last two people who were seen talking with Williams before his death.

He carried out extensive and intensive discussion with both men and was subsequently taken to a bridge near the highway where Williams’ wallet was found.

The men were then taken back to Williams’ house where one of them allegedly disclosed certain information to Allyne.

The police were subsequently called in and both men were taken into custody.

Allyne also started his own investigations into Thursday’s murder of Simeon Waldron, 22, of Church Street, Goluanda. Waldron was found dead in a cemetery at Rambert Village, La Romaine.

Allyne received information that Waldron’s murder may have been linked to circumstances surrounding the collection of bail money.

Another murder, fortune teller Kir Goodridge, 39, of Diego Martin, was stabbed several times and his body left lying face up on the bed at his home at Hilaire Street on Tuesday (June 16). A blow dryer was turned on and placed on the genital area.

Allyne, who highlighted this story on Thursday, said he received critical information which may lead to an arrest.

Relatives of Sonnera Campell, 30, an employee of Masse Ltd, Morvant, made an appearance on the show this week where they pleaded to Allyne for help in finding her.

Campbell, a mother of a nine-year-old boy, was last seen on June 6 at about 9 pm at her home in Tunapuna.

Allyne asked members of the public who may have any information on Campbell’s whereabouts to contact him at 294-4081.
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